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fires. The physical properties of the smoke particulates generated during combustion were determined for
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ulate volume fraction. The dependence of these properties on the temperature of the test-chamber atmosphere
(room temperature to a maximum of 300'C) and the mode of combustion (flaming or smoldering) was deter- f.
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tests showla! both paints produce smoke particulates with mean diameters that vary with time between 0.6
and 1.2&n. Under these conditions the chlorinated alkyd paint produces pale yellow spherical liquid drop-
lets, while the intumescent paint produces a mixture of light tan and white solid particles, or flaming
combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint, irregularly shaped aggregates of small soot particl with a mean
aggregate diameter of about 1.2 um are produced. Flaming combustion of the intumescent pain is weak and
intermittent, occurring only in tests conducted in air heated to 100°C or above. Mean part ile diameter
increases slightly during flaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint as the temperature of he chamber
atmosphere is increased. Increasing the ventilation air temperature greatly reduces the total amo t of smoke
produced during nonflaming combustion of the intumescent paint as well as the resulting light bscuration.
Under room temperature and nonflaming conditions, the light obscuration (optical density) obtai with the
intumescent paint is much greater than that produced by burning an equal mass of chlorinated Ilkyd paint
under the same conditions.
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SMOKE HAZARDS RESULTING FROM THE BURNING OF
SHIPBOARD) PAINTS-PART III

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the efforis conducted under the hroad heading "The Determination of the
Smoke Hla/ards Resulting from the Burning oit Shipboard Materials Utili/ed by the U .S. Na%'N 7
This work xas performed during the period September 1. 1991 through August 31, 198X3. Specifi-
calls . it 1, i continuation of work done during the previous three Nears to determine the phy sical and
chemical pioperties of- smoke particulate% generated during the comnbustion of' representatives of' three
classes of' materials abundantly present on Navy ships. In the present investigation, smoke was ph> si-
cally charactcri/ed for interior fire retardant paints. Two types of paint were investigated: a chlori-
nated alk> d paiint izv specified by DO)I-E-24607) and an inturnescent paint (Ocean 947HS. The aimis
of' this investigation Ace to identify the conditions under which large quantities of smoke would
result in severe light obscuration.

EXPERINIENTAI. FACILITIES

* '[he smoke research programn described here has been conducted b> using the following facilities
that have been dev eloped at the Schotil of Aerospace Engineering. Georgia Institute of Technolog):
(it) a combustion products test chamber. (b) a combustion products sampling s~stem. and (c) an in situ
opt ical aerosol measurement svstem.

*The ventilated combustion product, test chambecr &(C'r is described in detail in Refs I
through 5 and is capable of' simulating a w~ide s arietN of ensironniental conditions, that maN be
encountie red in actual fire situations,. Specificall> . the design of the CPTC permits eaN control and
measu remient ot the fol loswing s ariables1 during the combust ion of snial I samples oft materials

ethe mode ot combustion (i e., flaming vs. smoldering combust ion.

*the sample radiant heating rate (uip to 10) W cnr .

*the sample weight loss during the test.

*thc co0mposition of the sentilating gas surrounding the sample.

ethe temperature of the sentilation gas iup to 650''C. andi

*[ehe opt ion to test the samlple underl~ either s ertical or hori/ontal mounting

Fhe (1YJ'(' aerosol sampling s> steml elucidates particle suec distributions and the total pitrtiL'Li

latemassgeneate
A'Ins r S p r dI) 11~ 9
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WILLIAMS, POWELL. AND ZINN

In addition to the data obtained by sampling techniques, an in situ optical aerosol measurement
system is used to make simultaneous mean particle size and concentration measurements. With this
optical smoke analysis system, measurement of scattered blue-green laser light (X = 0.488 fsm) at for-
ward angles of 50 and 150 provides time-resolved data describing the average size of the smoke parti-
cles. Measurement of transmitted red (X = 0.633 ism) and blue-green laser lights provides the optical
densities of the smoke at these two wavelengths. For nonabsorbing particles (usually produced by
nonflaming combustion) the transmitted light measurements along with the mean particle size mea-
surements also yield the refractive index and volume fraction of the smoke particles. For absorbing
particles (i.e., soot), measurements of 900 scattered blue-green light intensities parallel to and perpen-
dicular to the plane of polarization of the incident light beam provide the additional data necessary to
determine the complex refractive index of the smoke particles. Details of the optical system are avail-
able in Refs. 6 a,,i 7.

An on-line data acquisition system using a Hewlett-Packard 2100 minicomputer is being used for
acquiring, reducing, and plotting all of the optical data with the exception of the 900 scattering data.
which must be reduced using the Control Data Corporation (CDC) Cyber 730 computer at Georgia
Tech's computer center.

TEST PROCEDURES AND CONDITIONS FOR
SMOKE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS

The first material to be tested, a chlorinated alkyd paint, was provided by the Navy. The
second material. Ocean 9788 intumescent paint, was supplied by the manufacturer, Ocean Chemicals.
The tests were performed by using the CPTC, the aerosol sampling system and the in situ aerosol
measurement system.

For tests conducted in room temperature ventilation gas. the physical analysis of the smoke par-
ticulates determined the following smoke properties: (a) the particle size distribution, (h) the mass
fraction of fuel converted to particulates, (c) the evolution of the mean particle diameter with time,
1d) the light obscuration by the particles (i.e., optical density). (e) the particle refractive index, and (f)
the volume fraction (i.e., volume concentration) of the particles. For the tests conducted in hot venti-
lation gas. items (a) and (h) alcove were not determined since the aerosol sampling svstem can not be
operated at high temperatures. The sample mass loss as a function of time was also determined for
most of the tests

The dependence of the above quantities on the following experimental conditions was deter-
mined the temperature of the test chamber atmosphere and the mode of combustion (i.e.. flaming or
smoldering .omhustion) Table I shows the test matrix to which the two paints were suhec.ed. All
of the tests %ere conducted in the horizontal sample orientation, and in all of the tests the sample was
exposed to a radiant heat flux of 5 Wcm2  The particulate site distributions using cascade impactor
sampling %ere determined for all room temperature tests In the flaming tests, the pyrol sis products
generated b explxsure of the sample to the 5 W/cm 2 radiant flux were ignited bh a small propane
pilot flame Fnalls, in all tests o the chlorinated alkyd paint the CPTC ventilation gas consisted of
air Ilowing at a volumetri. rate (before heating) of 425 l'nun, while in all tests of the t)cean 9788
intumescent paint a lower flow rate of 142 l'mon was used. Because of the decrease in density of the
ventilation air during healing, the volunetrio. flow rate of the heated air during the high temperature
tests was higher as %howmn in 'able I Additional tests at 150 and 2(X)"(' were als, conducted for rea-
snres to hc diussd later rhe flow rates for these additional tests are also given in Table I (lests 7
and 9)

% %%,
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Table I - Test Matrix for Interior Fire Retardant Paints

Flow Rate of
Heated

Radiant Ventilation Mode of Ventilation Gas Ventilation Gas
Flux Gas Temperature Combustion Composition (1/min)

W/cm 2  (°C)
Ch!orinated

Alkyd Intumescent

1 5.0 25 Nonflaming Air 425 142

2 5.0 100 Nonflaming Air 532 178

3 5.0 300 Nonflaming Air 817 273

4 5.0 25 Flaming Air 425 142

5 5.0 100 Flaming Air 532 178

6 5.0 300 Flaming Air 817 273

7 5.0 i5O Nonflaming Air - 202

_ 5.0 200 Nontlaming Air 675 225

The following sections of this report present the smoke particulate physical properties data for

the fire retardant paints tested during this research program. Brief discussions of each of the mea-
sured parameters are given in Appendix A of Ref. 8.

SMOKE PHYSICAL. PROPERTIES DATA FOR CHLORINATED ALKYD PAINT

Description of Material and Sample Preparation

This paint conforms to the military specification (D)D-E-24N)7) for interior semigloss enamel
based on chlorinated alkyd resin 191. This .namel is formulated to provide a decorative coating or
dry film that, although degraded by heat. will not spontaneously ignite in the event of exposure to
fire. The color of the paint tested was Soft White. Formula No. 124. Table 2 lists the chemical
composition of this paint.

Regardless of color, the paint consists of 57.0'/( to (-0.5% by, mass pigments (primarily barium
sullate and titanium dioxide), 20.5% to 23.()P/, volatiles, and 18.5% to 21.0, nonvolatile vehicle
(45'4 chlorinated dibasic acid). The densit) ol the wet paint ranges from 1.73 to 1.80 kg/I.

Samples of the chlorinated alkyd paint were prepared hb brushing it onto 5. I -cm (2-in.) squares
*lof told rolled steel substrate 0.79 mm (I 12 in i thick The aserage weight of the substrates was

19 I) g. which was just below the linit imposed bN the force transducer. The substrates were first
cleaned 0ith acetone, then 10 thick coats of paint %ere applied wkith a small brush over a 17-davr

perid with I to 4 days drying time between coats The a crage drN mass of paint applied in this
manner was 10.66 g with a standard deviation ol 0.49 g This ',ields an average drN film thickness ot
23 mm based on a dry film density of 1.79 g/ctin9 . Storage time under ambient laboratory conditions
for these samples ranged from 2 to 44 weeks.

'p3

%.~ . . ? A .A.A .~. . 1 L.L 1. .~.



WILLIAMS, POWELL, AND ZINN

Table 2 - Composition of Chlorinated Alkyd Paint

Ingredient Percent by

Mass of Enamt I

Barytesa 34.90
Titanium dioxide 23.27
Chlorinated alkyd resinb 30.91
Paint thinner (petroleum spirits) 9.97
Lead naphthenate 0.39
Cobalt naphthenate 0.16
Antisettling agent 0.33
Antiskinning agent 0.07

aMinimum of 98.0% barium sulfate.
bChlorine, in the form of chlorinated dibasic acid,

minimum of 4.2% by mass of enamel.

Tests in Room Temperature Ventilation Air

Both flaming and nonflaming tests of the chlorinated alkyd paint have been conducted in room
temperature ventilation air (25'C) with a radiant flux of 5 W/cm2 . For all of these tests the ventila-
tion air flow rate was 425 I/min (15 ft3/min). The results of these tests are presented in Figs. I
through 5 and in Tables 3 and 4.

Figure I presents the curves of sample mass vs time for flaming and nonflaming combustion of
the chlorinated alkyd paint samples, and Table 3 gives the peak mass loss rates obtained from these
curves. These curves show that significant mass loss caused by pyrolysis begins about 2 mins. after
the sample is first exposed to the radiant heat flux. A peak mass loss rate of about 0.4 mg/cm2-s
occurs after about 4 mins. of exposure in the nonflaming mode. During flaming combustion, the
peak mass loss rate is about 50% greater and occurs about a minute earlier than for the nonflaming
mode. Under both flaming and nonflaming conditions, slightly more than 80% of the initial sample
mass remains as char, with slightly less char remaining in the flaming case. This is not surprising,
since about 75% of the dry paint consists of nonvolatile inorganic pigments. Figure 2 shows the char
residues for both nonflaming and flaming tests. In both cases the residue has a thin, brittle, white
surface skin with large cracks revealing black flaky char layers underneath. Some swelling of the
char occurs during combustion with a maximum char thickness of about 6 mm. In Fig. 2 it is seen
that the residue left after flaming combustion also has more cracks in the surface skin than the residue
left after nonflaming combustion, and it also has numerous small blisters in the surface skin along the
edge of the largest cracks. It is likely that these blisters are due to the higher local surface tempera-
tures associated with the flaming combustion of pyrolysis gases issuing from these cracks.

Smoke particle size distributions were obtained by using the cascade impactor for both flaming
and nonflaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint samples at the radiant flux of 5 W/cm-.
Figure 3 shows these size distributions as cumulative curves generated by plotting the percentage of
particulate weight having particle diameters less than a given particle size vs the particle size on log-
normal probability coordinates. In both cases, a straight line gives a good fit to the cascade impactor
data (plotted points), which indicates that the size distribution is log-normal for both flaming and non-
flaming modes. Table 4 gives the mass median diameters DMMt) and standard deviations a. obtained
from these curves. For nonflaming combustion the particulates consist of pale yellow spherical liquid ,l

4 II
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exposed to a radiant flux of 5 W/cm2 in room temperature ventilation air (25*QC

Table 3 - Samole Weight Loss Data for Chlorinated Alkyd
Paint on Steel Substrate

Ventilation Peak Char Residue

Mode Air Radiant Mass Loss (Percent of
Temperature Flux Rate Initial Weight)

C0 C) (W/cm 2) (mg/CM 2-S) _______

Nonflaming 25 5.0 0.40 82.1
Nonflaming 100 5.0 0.40 81.2

Flaming 25 5.0 0.58 80.8
Flaming 100 5.0 0.82 79.7
Flaming* 200 5.0 0.57 78.5

Flamng 30 5. 1.1 77

Flaming* 300 5.0 1.12 77.4

*spotaneus4 flaming ignition occurred during a "nonflaming" test (i e.. no pilot flame).

5
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Fig. 3 - Smoke particle size distributions for flaming and nonflaming chlori-
nated alkyd paint exposed to a radiant flux of 5 W/cm 2 in room temperature
ventilation air (25*C)
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WILLIAMS, POWELL, AND ZINN

Table 4 - Smoke Properties Data for Chlorinated Alkyd Paint

Radiant DMMD ODmax (m - ) Time to
Mode T Flux ' p 0g D32 Peak OD(0C) (W/cm2) (Am) Blue Red Am) (min)

Nonflaming 25 5.0 0.113 0.94 1.77 0.90 0.79 0.84 4.9

Nonflaming 100 5.0 - - - 0.54 0.44 0.82 4.1

Flaming 25 5.0 0.037 0.63 2.16 0 .8 4 b 0 .7 0 b 1.17 3 .5 b

Flaming 100 5.0 - - - 1.25c 1.03c 1.20 1.8c

Flamingd 200 5.0 - 0.79b 0 .6 2 b 1.21 2.4

Flaming 300 5.0 - 1.46 1.17 1.29 0.9

Flamingd 300 5.0 2.06 1.67 1.26 1.1
aAverage of data points near OD
bSecond of two peaks. %

CFirst of two peaks.
Spontaneous flaming ignition occurred during a "nonflaming" test (i.e., no pilot flame).

droplets with a DMMD of about 0.9 tm. Here the total mass of particulates collected on the cascade
impactor was about 13 mg, with about 1.5 mg collected on the last filter (absolute) (<0.43 Am) and
the last impactor stage (0.43 to 0.65 Atm) and about 4.5 mg on each of the next two impactor stages
(0.65 to 1. 1 Atm and 1. 1 to 2.1 Atm). Less than I mg of these particles were larger than 2.1 Am. For
flaming combustion, black sooty particulates were collected with a DMMD of about 0.6 Atm. The size
distribution determination is less accurate than that for the nonflaming mode, because the total mass
of particulates collected was only about 4 mg, of which about I mg each was collected on the abso-
lute filter (<0.43 Atm) and on the last two impactor stages (0.43 to 0.65 Atm and 0.65 to 1.1 Atm).
Smaller amounts were collected (0.6 mg and 0.3 mg) on the next two stages (1.1 to 2.1 Am and 2.1
to 3.3 Am). Traces of soot particles were detected visually on the impactor plates for sizes greater
than 3.3 Am, but the quantities collected were too small to detect by weighing (<0.02 mg per stage).
These results indicate the particle size distribution obtained for flaming combustion of the chlorinated
alkyd paint is considerably broader than that obtained for nonflaming combustion, even though the
value of DMMD is smaller in the flaming case.

Sampling data was also used to determine the fraction of the sample mass loss converted to par-
ticulates (r) for the room temperature tests. Table 4 gives the values of F that show that for non-
flaming combustion under 5 W/cm2 radiant flux about II % of the total mass loss appears as particu-
lates, while for flaming combustion under similar conditions slightly less than 4% of the mass loss is
converted to soot particles.

The in situ optical system was used to obtain mean particle diameters D3 and optical densities
produced by flaming and nonflaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint samples. Figure 4
gives a comparison of mean particle sizes for flaming and nonflaming combustion, while Fig. 5 gives
the corresponding optical densities.

8
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Fig. 5 - Smoke optical densities for flaming and nonflaming combustion of chlorinated
alkyd paint exposed to a radiant flux of 5 W/cm' in room temperature ventilation air ,

Figure 4 shows that for nonflaming combustion in room temperature ventilation air, the mean .'

particle diameters vary between 0.7 and 1.1 /Am during the initial stages of pyrolysis and average
about 0.85 Am during the time of maximum optical density. This latter value is in very good agree-
ment with the DMMD obtained by cascade impactor sampling (Table 4). During the later stages of
pyrolysis the D32 decreases gradually to below 0.4/Am as a result of the rapidly declining rate of pro-
duction of condensible pyrolysis products. For flaming combustion, the mean particle diameters are 6A
nearly constant throughout the test, ranging between 1. 1 and 1.2 Azm. The mean diameter obtained
optically (1332) is nearly twice that obtained by particle sampling (DMMD) for flaming combustion.
This discrepancy is probably due to the nonspherical shape of the soot particle agglomerates produced '

under flaming combustion.

Figure 5 shows that for nonflaming combustion in room temperature ventilation air, the optical _-
density at the blue-green argon line (0.488 A m) rises smoothly to a peak of about 1.0 m- about 5 "-
mins after initiation of exposure and then smoothly declines. For flaming combustion, peak optical '''
density is somewhat lower and occurs earlier in the test. Furthermore, the curves of optical density I,.

vs time exhibit two pronounced peaks, the second of these occurring after about 3.5 mins and reach-
ing about 0.85 m- .

10
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Tests in Heated Ventilation Air

Results of tests of chlorinated alkyd paint samples conducted in hot ventilation air are shown in
Figs. 6, 8, and 9 for nonflaming combustion and in Figs. 7, 10, and II for flaming combustion. In
each figure the room temperature data are also shown for comparison. High temperature data are
also given in Tables 3 and 4. In all flaming tests, a small propane pilot flame was maintained
throughout the test, and the radiant heat flux was.5 W/cm2 for all tests. For ventilation air tempera-
tures of 200'C and above, the chlorinated alkyd paint samples ignited spontaneously (i.e., without the
pilot flame), therefore nonflaming data was not obtained for the highest ventilation gas temperature.

Figure 6 and Table 3 show that, for nonflaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint, heat-
ing the ventilation air to 100°C causes pyrolysis to begin earlier but has little or no effect on the peak
mass loss rate (0.4 mg/cm2-s). This moderate increase in ventilation air temperature also results in a
slight increase in the total mass of pyrolysis products evolved as reflected in the slight decrease in the
amount of char residue. On the other hand, Table 3 and Fig. 7 show that for flaming combustion of
the chlorinated alkyd paint, increasing the ventilation air temperature results in a significant increase
in peak mass loss rate. For flaming tests in 300'C air, the peak mass loss rate (1.I mg/cm2-s) was
nearly twice that obtained in the room temperature flaming tests. The peak mass loss rate also occurs
earlier at elevated ventilation air temperatures. For 300°C ventilation air, half of the mass loss has
occurred by 1.3 mins after initiation of exposure, -while about 3.2 mins are required for a similar
mass loss to occur in the room temperature environment. Heating the ventilation air for the flaming
tests also resulted in further small reductions in the percentage of initial mass remaining as char. In
each of the flaming tests the pilot flame and radiant heating were maintained for 10 mins. The results
of the flaming tests are consistent with increased convective heat transfer to the samples from the hot
ventilation gas that results in increased pyrolysis rates and greater amounts of material pyrolyzed.
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Fig. 6 - Filfect of ventilation air temperature on ,aniple A cight Io,, for nntliamng cinihu,,tion
of chlorinated alkyd paint exposed to a radiant tlu of 5 WC1m :
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Fig. 7 Effect of ventilation air temperature on the sample weight loss for flaming
combustion of chlorinated alkyd paint exposed to a radiant flu, of 5 W/cn

Figure 8 presents the comparison of the Dj2s for nonflaming tests of chlorinated alkyd paint con-
ducted in room temperature and 100°C atmospheres. It is seen that this moderate amount of heating
has a pronounced effect on the shape of the curve of D12 vs time. In contrast to the relatively con-
stant values of D12 followed by a gradual decline obtained in room temperature air, at l(X)°C there ill

an initial sharp peak in D12 of nearly 1.4 um fillowed by a sho;rt plateau at about 1.0 Mm followed h
a rapid decline in particle size. In both cases the maximum optical density occurs shortly after the
beginning of the final decline in DA_. Although the shapes of the curves are different, moderate
increases in environmental temperature have little effect on the mean particle diameters obtained near
the time of peak optical density (Table 4). It should also be noted that the sharp peak in particle si/e
for the l(X)°C test occurs at a time when the optical density, and hence the particle volume fraction.
is relatively low. Even though pyrolysis begins earlier at l(X)°C than at room temperature, particulate
light scattering is detected later in the higher temperature test owing to the suppressed condensation of
the more volatile pyrolysis products.

Figure 9 shows the effect of environmental temperature on optical densitN (X = 0.488 Mni) for
nv*flaming tests of the chlorinated alkyd paint. The curves in Fig. 9 are based on directl measured

values, while the corresponding peak optical densities (X = 0.499 and 0633 ptil) gi\cn in Table 4
have been corrected for the higher ventilation air flow rates caused bN the expansion of the \entilation

air during the constant pressure heating process. The curves of optical densit\ s, time tor the tw\o
temperatures arc similar in shape, but the peak optical densit at l(X)(' is roughl\ halt that btaned
in the room temperature test. The peak optical densit also occurs slightl% earlier in the holler \cnli
lation air. These trends are consistent with reduced condensation of p rol\sis protIct, arid Increased
heat transfer to the sample as the ventilation air temperature increase,,

Figure I0 shows the effect of ,entilation air temperature on the 1),,s for flamink; ciomhusos of t

the chlorinated alkyd paint. For tests in room temperature (25 ('). I() . and 3(X) C" air, the pilot
flame was ignited at t = 0. but the ignition of the sample was delayed until Sufticicnt p~ rosis
products were evolved to form a combustible mixture. As expected this ignition dela\ becomes
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Fig 8 Effect of ventilation air temperature on the smoke mean particle diameter for
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f-I It iI Lteci tit the %eniatioi ,ilr tenipcr-ature on the smoke' tean partic diameter for%
flaming! ciihusion of ..hforinated alk',d cxrposed it) a radiant flux of 5 W cm: a

shorter a% the enw ionmental tempewrature is increased, as evidenced by the sharp rise in the light
scattering and the particle su/es exhibited at the beginning of each curve -sho%%n in Fig. 10. These
curses and (he data in Table 4 also shosk a smiall but definite trend of increasing D , as the ventilation
air temperature is increased. This behas ior has been observed to various degrees f"or a variety of'
pol~meric materials 13.6i.91 It has, been demonst rated experimentallN that increasing the temperature
tit gaseous diffusion flames generalls leads to Veatcr quantities oft soot and larger soot agglomerates
produced Aithin the flame 1101 r'his is, expected to enhance turther agglomeration processes in the
smoke plumec. \,%h..h afCCOU1n tor the larger particle stie obsersed

Figure I I presents, the curses oft optical kdensit\ s ariation \kith time for flaming combustion ot
the chlorinated aIls d paint samples at different sentilat ion air temperatures T'he optical denstit\ peaks
generalls iwcur at earlier tics as the ens ronniental temiperature inc.reases, and the directls measured
peak \alueS Of optical denit1 are not signi it anl influenced h~ temperature Himises er "hen the
dilution effct iisming ot the increase tif the illumetik %crntilation flov. rate s\ ith tempewrature is taken

ito aJILIMunt. the IV~A op(t..,l densit (A (I 4XS piii I( lPft C is, abt 50I', higher than at room
temiperature, \,%thue the orresponding rnk Tease: In pecak iiphictul densits at1 ;WN ( is about '; Fable
41 Futr the rioom iettikmimtuic mind I(X) ( tets, i there mor lsasti pri mment opt hal dlmIit'

pe~aks \%ill . onsiderahie ,irtatiofis InI peak lieivfit, ft,11in one lest tit .inoiherC I fill, the ( MI) ,ure
gitten lin 1,a1le 4 are. IS eratges 'It t he l.irecst peak taluces ~iS ir a nun he of repi Ik teL test' I he Sek i Wild

peak generaill prethiina~ted tit the riini terruperature tests. thhu de first peak %ks moti re Pri))CIIk
in the I11N1) C tests, tI ;NW1 C the seL~n onl ak As a' either absent ri much sitaler than the m1ain peak
It thus appears that the tss opical densit\ peaks arise f roni di I erent ph\ sii ohenIII1Lal mrechaniss
one that is, enhanced bs increasing temiperature I first pewak) and one that is suppressed h\ increasing
temperature seccond peakf
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Smoke Particle Refractive Index and Volume Fraction

For nonflaming tests of the chlorinated alkyd paint, measurement of the ratio of optical densities
ODR/ODB and the 90' scattering ratio Ij /I were used to determine the refractive index of the
smoke particles. For each test, it was initially assumed that the particles were nonabsorbing (k = 0).
and the measured values of 1/ ,in blue-green light (X = 0.488 pmn) along with the previously deter-
mined values of D32 were used to calculate the corresponding refractive index n8 . Measured
ODft/ODB values were also used to obtain the refractive index, assuming that k = 0 and that n does%-
not vary significantly with wavelength. .

Values of nB determined from the 90' scattering data for a test in room temperature air reveal
considerable variations in refractive index with time during a test, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. e
12. In this case, the refractive index exhibits a gradual rise fromt values Just below I1.30 to a max-%
imum of" nearly 1 .375 followed by a gradual decline. Such variations inl the refractive index indicate
corresponding variations in the chemical composition of the smoke particles (presuimed to be mixtures
ot liquid organic compounds) during the nonflaming te.t. Near the time of peak optical densit%, the
'X) scattering data gave an average ialue of niB of 1 355 (Table 5), while the optical densitN ratio
s ielded a smaller value. n H = n = 1,33W. It is imed that slightiN absorbing particles did not
resoie this discrepanc-v because the Mie theor-N gives no solution for positive %alues ot 4 On the
other hand, allowing 'i to Iarv with wavelength (w ith k = 0), succCSSfulls fitted both sets of datd hN
calculating n H fromt the measured t )')R/ 0 1 ')I %alUes kN using the ni. H alucs ohtained pre~ ious% froml
the I idata As shown in Fig 12 Wdashed cur'e). the retractise index in red light (X t) 0 33 jamn
is slighth. smaller than the refractive index in blue-green light (X - 0I 4K8 jan l fr the middle portion
of the test, andi it exhibits similar . ariations w ith time during this perilk The *o erage ' alue (it "R~ at

peak optical density was nR I.343I

'U,
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Fig. 12 Variations of the smoke particle refractive index during the nonflaming combustion of chiori-
nated alkyd paint exposed to a radiant flux of, 5 WICnr1 in room temperature ventilation air (25'C)

Table 5 - Smoke Refractive Index, Volume Fraction, and Total Volume
for Chlorinated Alkyd Paint

Ventilation Refractive Peak Specific

Air Radiant Index Vol"Me Total
Modle *rTmperature Flux 2 mij (NF) l Fraction Particle r, 5

(0(W/cnr or (p) Volume
I rnm, (F) (ppm) ImI)

*Nonflaming 25 5.0 1.355 - .Oi - 0.42 0.040 1.00

Nontlaming I W 5.0 1.417 0.095i - 0.26 0.017 0.42

*Flaming 25 5.0 1 152 -0.107i 0.259 0.76 0.054 1 .00

Flaming I W(K 51) 1. 173 -0. 1231 0.294 I.09 0-(M3 0.76

Flaming' 2(m) 5.1) 1, 154 -0.,1091 0.262 0.79 0.(M7 0.78

Flaming AMK 5) I 144 ( 1011l 0.245 1.431 1)W050 0.79

L-Flaming' I300 5 .) 11 101O~ 0 2154 1 _ 95 W 07

1 149 - 0 (

L _ - - - - - - - i - -

A % l~nf rk 41 11 ru ng gn wn Ur l- l ri g , -ril~ un i~i mpi,, IA16
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Refractive index values were also measured for smoke particles produced under nonflaming
combustion in ventilation air at 100°C. Under the assumption of nonabsorbing particles (k = 0) vari-
ations in refractive index were again observed as the test proceeded. The refractive index measured
during the time of maximum optical density was 1.314 (X = 0.488 pm). which was somewhat lower
than the corresponding value measured under room temperature conditions (Table 5). The refractive
index in red light (X = 0.633 Arm) was only slightly larger (nR = 1.319) than the value' in blue-green
light. Both of these values are lower than would be expected for the higher boiling organic com-
pounds that would be expected to condense in the higher temperature atmosphere (Ref. 8, Appendix
B).

To investigate the possibility that the particles produced in the 100°C nonflaming tests absorb as
well as scatter light (i.e., k * 0), plots of !/I and ODR/ODB as a function of mean particle diam-
eter 132 were constructed. A typical plot for a lO0°C test is shown in Fig. 13. By assuming reason-
able values of the complex refractive index mB, good curve fits were obtained by using the Mie
theory for various portions of the 90' scattering data. For example, mB = 1.422 - 0. 1Oi gave a
good fit for D- 2 less than 0.85 Am, which includes the data obtained around the time of peak optical
density (between 2.5 and 5.5 minutes after start of test). For larger particles (D32 > 0.85 Am), ,
which were produced during the first 2.5 minutes of the test, mB = 1.414 - 0.085i gave a better fit.
The theoretical curves corresponding to these values of mB are shown in the upper plot of Fig. 13. %
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In order to fit the optical density ratios (ODR/GDB) plotted in the lower part of Fig. 13. it was
necessary to allow the complex refractive index m to vary with wavelength. A fairly good fit for par-

ticles smaller than 0.85 jsm was obtained by using mB = 1.422 - 0. 1Oi (obtained from I, /1 , data) ,%
and mR = 1.343- 0.17i. The theoretical curve obtained with this combination of refractive indices
is also shown in the lower plot of Fig. 13.

The curve fits, and data shown in Fig. 13 indicate a strong possibility that moderately absorbing
particles are produced by the nonflaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint in air heated to
100°C. Although mR and mB are assumed to be constants during the curve fitting process, the actual
values probably vary with time during the test; this may account for the scatter of the experimental
data values around the theoretical curves. Such refractive index variations would indicate variations
in the chemical compositions of the smoke particles during various stages of the pyrolysis process.

Figure 14 shows the particulate volume fractions for the nonflaming tests of the chlorinated
alkyd paint samples. The volume fractions for the room temperature test were computed by using the
refractive index values given in Fig. 12, which were obtained from the 90' scattering data assuming
nonabsorbing particles. The corresponding curve for the 100'C test was obtained by using a constant
value of the complex refractive index (m = 1.422-0.10i for moderately absorbing particles) deter-
mined by the curve-fitting procedure illustrated in Fig. 13. Volume fractions for the 100°C test were
also computed assuming nonabsorbing particles; for most of the test these values ranged from 47 to
18% lower than those calculated by using the complex refractive index. The shapes of the curves of
volume fraction vs time and their dependence on ventilation air temperature are similar to those of the
optical density curves given in Fig. 13. This shows that the optical density of the smoke is deter-
mined principally by its concentration and that variations in particle size and refractive index only
play secondary roles. Peak volume fractions for these tests are given in Table 5.
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For the case of flaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint samples, the soot partiClL,.
produced are highly absorbing, and the determination of the complex refractive index directly from
the measured values of ODR/ODB and 1,,/I, is difficult and unreliable. Figure 15 shows measured
values of 11!/1l, and ODR/ODB plotted vs D32 for a typical flaming test of the chlorinated alkyd paint
conducted in room temperature air. Also plotted in Fig. 15 are curves of 1I,11, and ODR/ODB vs
131 which were calculated by using the Mie scattering theory for spheres with m = 1.57-0.56i.
The measured values of 1 ,I, are seen to cluster about 0.18 which is about 12%/ below the theoreti-
cal values. In addition, the measured optical density ratios lie about 2017 below the Mie curve for
these smoke particles. Similar discrepancies between theoretical and measured values of 111/1,~ and
ODR/ODB were also obtained for flaming tests conducted in heated ventilation air.
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In a recent paper by Santoro et al. [111 it was shown that similar discrepancies between expki-
mental observations and the Mie theory for polydispersions of absorbing spheres can be resolved.
There it was concluded that the loosely packed, low-density soot agglomerates have an effective
refractive index m, that is significantly reduced below the refractive index of the particulate material
rIn. of which they are composed. This downward scaling of the refractive index was applied to the
interpretation of the data shown in Fig. 15 by using the Lorentz-Lorenz formula to relate m, and m,
as a function of n 111,121 the fraction of the optical mean "particle" volume that is actually occupied
by the particulate material. By using m, = 1.57 - 0.56i, measured values of l /ll and D32 yield a
unique value of m, = n, - ik, from which n, can also be determined. The best fit to the Ii,/I i data
shown in Fig. 15 is given by m, = 1.168 - 0.120i for which ith = 0.286. By using this same value
of m, the Mie theory gives significantly lower values of ODR/OD1 , which are only about 7% above
the experimental data (Fig. 15). Although this small remaining discrepancy may be due to part to
variations in the effective refractive index with wavelength, it is also within the expected experimental
error.

Effective refractive indices were also obtained from the flaming tests in heated ventilation air;
these are given in Table 5 along with the corresponding values of -q. For these tests, values of -
were between 0.24 and 0.30 with the largest values occurring at 100°C; however, the effect of
environmental temperature upon 1, appears to be weak. Therefore, for all of the flaming tests of the
chlorinated alkyd paint, an average value of q,. = 0.264 was obtained for which the corresponding
effective refractive index is m, = 1.155 - 0.1 10i. Thus the soot particulates produced by flaming
combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint appear to be very loose, low-density aggregates of smaller
primary soot particles that occupy slightly more than 25% of the optical mean volume as determined
from the forward scattering measurements. The effective complex refractive index of these
agglomerates (both n, and k, ) is much smaller than the complex refractive index customarily used for
the bulk particulate material. e

Volume fractions for flaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint samples were calculated N
by using the downward scaled complex refractive index m.s values given in Table 5. These curves for
ventilation air temperatures of 25 , 100', and 300'C are presented in Fig. 16 where the data has
been corrected to the standard flow rate of 425 I/min to eliminate the dilution effect at high tempera- ",
tures. The peak volume fractions are also given in Table 5; these values exhibit the same trend with
increasing ambient temperature as the optical density. Again smoke concentration appears to be the
primary factor influencing the light-obscuring properties of the smoke produced by flaming combus-
tion of this material. For comparison, volume fractions were also computed based on the complex
refractive index, ni. = 1.57 - .56i. of the bulk particulate material. Significant differences in the
calculated volume fractions were found; peak values obtained by using the bulk refractive index aver-
aged about 17% lower than those determined by using the effective refractive index.

Values of the total particulate volume were obtained by integrating the volume fraction curves in
Figs. 14 and 16 with respect to time. These values were then normalized by dividing by the
unburned sample weight to yield a specific total particulate volume (i.e.. total particulate volume per
unit mass of material burned). Values of the specific total particulate volume (STPV) for both flam-
ing and nontlaming modes are also given in Table 5. For notiflaming combustion, the STPV. like the
peak volume fraction, decreases marked, as the ambient temperature is increased. At I(K)0 C the
STPV is Icss than hall of that obtained at room temperature. On the other hand. for flaming combus-
tioi of the chlorinated alkd paint samples. the STPV is rather insensitive to the ventilation air tern-
perature as seen from Table 5. The average STPV value obtained for all of the flaming tests is
ncarl 0.05 cm'g. This result is surprising considering the much stronger effect of temperature on
the peak height and shape of the curves of volume fraction vs time however, a close inspection of the a,

curves shown in Fig. 16 reveals that the area under each of the three curves is roughly the same.
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Although no sampling data were available for elevated temperatures, the effect of ambient tem-
perature on r was estimated from the optical data. These data are also given in Table 5 for both
flaming and nonflaming combustion, where r is normalized with respect to the corresponding room
temperature value. The r values for the nonflaming combustion mode follow the same trend with
increasing ventilation air temperature as the specific total particulate volume. For flaming combus-

* tion. however, the IF values estimated for the tests conducted at 100'C and above are all roughly 75%
of the corresponding room temperature value,

With the assumption of a particulate density pp. = 1 .3 g/cnv3 for smoke particles produced by

3i

nonflaming combustion and pp, 2.0 g/cm3 for soot produced by flaming combustion, the total par-
ticulate mass was estimated from the optically determined total particulate volume. For the room
temperature tests, the optically determined values of the total particulate mass were then compared

wvith the corresponding values estimated by particulate sampling. For nontlamning combustion. assumn-
ing spherical particles, the optically determined particulate masses were about 2.5 times as large asI
the particulate masses estimated by sampling. Similar discrepancies have been obtained with previ-
ously tested materials such as PVC-nitrile rubber and PVC cable jacket material [41. Possible sources

of this discrepancy are the uncertainties in the particulate density and complex refractive index, losses
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in the sampling system, and departures of the size distribution from that assumed in reducing the opti-
cal data. For flaming combustion, the total particulate mass was estimated from the optically deter-
mined particulate volume obtained by using the downward scaled (effective) refractive index by multi-
plying it by the factor -q,,, which represents the fraction of the optical volume occupied by the particu-
late material. The total particulate masses obtained in this manner average about 3.8 times larger
than the corresponding masses obtained by particulate sampling. However, when the refractive index
of the bulk particulate material (i.e., mc = 1.57 - 0.56i) is used and the il, correction is not applied
(i.e. the particles are assumed to be compact spheres), the discrepancy between the total particulate
masses is much larger. Here, the optical particulate mass averages about 11.6 times the mass
obtained by sampling. This latter discrepancy is consistent with previous results for flaming tests of
PVC-nitrile rubber, PVC cable jacket, and hydraulic fluid [41 in which refractive index downscaling
and n,, corrections were not used. It appears from the above results that the nonspherical shape and
high void fraction typical of soot agglomerates obtained during flaming combustion accounts for most ,
of the particulate mass discrepancy, while the remaining discrepancy is probably due to the same
effects as noted above for nonflaming combustion.

The STPV values given in Table 5 can be used to estimate the smoke volume concentration and
optical density for a known quantity of chlorinated alkyd paint burning in a confined space. The
STPV value is first multiplied by the total mass of dry paint originally present in the compartment to
obtain the total volume of the smoke particulates produced during combustion. Assuming that all of
the smoke is uniformly distributed throughout the compartment, the volume fraction ,0 is next
obtained by dividing the previous result by the compartment volume. To obtain the optical density . **

the following formula is used:

ODB = 0.651 Qex(D 32 ,mB) p/D 32

where D32 is obtained from Table 4, mB (effective) is obtained from Table 5, and Qext "'culated
by using the Mie scattering theory. As an example, consider a 3.04 x 3.04-m (9.29 in 2) (i x 10-
ft) bulkhead covered with 5 coats of chlorinated alkyd paint (approximately 2 kg/m ) burning in a
708-m3 (25,000-ft3) space. The weight of the unburned polymer in this case is 18.6 kg. From Table
5 the worst nonflaming case occurs for a 5.0 W/cm 2 radiant flux in room temperature air, for which r~., o
the STPV is about 0.040 cm 3/g, while only slightly more particulates (0.050 cm 3/g) are produced for
a typical flaming case that occurs in 250 to 300'C air. The worst case values of optical volume
fraction are 1.05 ppm for nonflaming combustion and 1.31 ppm for flaming combustion, while the ", ,'.

corresponding values of optical density (blue) are 2.7 m -' and 1.4 m- respectively. From this -'-
example, it is clear that greater light obscuration occurs under nonflaming conditions than for flaming
combustion. For the nonflaming case, the light attenuation is severe, amounting to about 6.2 % of the ,-,

incident light transmitted over a 1-m optical path length. It is unlikely that such large amounts of the
chlorinated alkyd paint will undergo nonflaming combustion in an actual fire, however, since the radi-
ant flux would have to be supplied by flaming combustion of neighboring materials. Thus, flaming N,%
combustion of the paint would be expected to occur, especially if the ambient temperature rises above ,
200'C. In this case the light obscuration is much less severe, amounting to a 4% transmission of
blue light over a 1-m optical path length.

SMOKE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DATA FOR INTUMESCENT PAINT

Description of Material and Sample Preparation

The intunescent paint tested was No. 9788 Fire Retardant Paint that is manufactured by Ocean
Chemical Co. of Savannah, Georgi. specifically for marine applications. Upon exposure to heat or
flame this paint swells rapidly to form a thick porous char that insulates and protects the substrate
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from the fire environment. The Ocean 9788 intumescent paint is an oil-based material that is about
70% solids by weight. It has a wet density of 1.222 g/cm3 , and it dries to form a film with a density
of 1.673 g/cm 3 . The chemical composition of this paint is proprietary and thus was not available.
The color of the paint used in these tests was white. 10

Samples of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint were prepared by brushing it onto 5. 1-cm squares -P
(2 in.) of cold rolled steel substrate 1.19-mm (3/64-in.) thick. The average weight of the substrates
was 29.5 g. The substrates were first cleaned with acetone, then 3 liberal coats of paint were applied
with a small brush over a 12-day period with a I-day drying time between the first and second coats.
The average dry mass of paint applied in this manner was 1.63 g with a standard deviation of 0. 14 g.
This yields an average dry film thickness of 0.378 mm (0.015 in), which is close to the recommended
thickness. Storage time under ambient laboratory conditions for these samples ranged from 7 to 56
weeks. 1.

One of the samples was exposed to the flame of a Bunsen burner to observe the intumescent
behavior. After about 20 to 30 s of heating in the flame, the paint began to darken and blister, fol-
lowed by rapid vertical swelling and expansion of the char. This was accompanied by a slight lateral
contraction. The char thickness ranged from about 22 mm in the center to about 27 mm along one ,,'.
edge. The surface had a nodular texture with a scale of about 2 mm. Cutting into the char revealed Ile
a fragile cellular structure-light, dry, and brittle in the outer layers and somewhat tacky in the layers
adjacent to the substrate.

Tests in Room Temperature Ventilation Air
.-

Tests of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint were conducted in room temperature ventilation air
(25°C) with a radiant flux of 5 W/cm2 . Tests were run either with a propane pilot flame or without
to study the smoking behavior of the paint under both flaming and nonflaming modes of combustion.
However, owing to the fire retardant nature of this paint, flaming combustion never occurred in the
room temperature tests. Therefore, all of the room temperature tests were essentially conducted
under nonflaming conditions with only slight differences owing the presence of the small propane
pilot flame. For all of these tests the ventilation air flow rate was 142 I/min (5 ft3 /min). The results
of these tests are presented in Figures 17 through 20 and Tables 6 and 7. %

For the intumescent paint samples it was impossible to obtain weight loss data during the test
because of disturbances caused by the rapidly swelling char that contacted the pilot burner tube and its
igniter wire. However, an average mass loss rate was calculated based on the initial and final weights
and the time interval over which significant quantities of smoke were being evolved (based on optical
density measurements). For the room temperature tests, this average mass loss rate ranged from 0.05
to 0.08 mg/cm 2-s (Table 6). The mass of the char residue, expressed as a percentage of the initial
sample mass, was also obtained for the room temperature tests. These values (Table 6) ranged
between 55% (with pilot flame) and 58% (no pilot flame). Figure 17 shows the black char residues
obtained in the room temperature tests of the intumescent paint. The coarsely nodular, porous surface
texture of the thick char layer is readily seen in these photographs. The white patch near one edge of
the char obtained in the test with the pilot flame was caused by direct impingement of the pilot flame
upon the char, burning off some of the carbonaceous material and leaving at white residue.

Smoke particle size distributions were obtained b ,ming the cascade impactor for room tempera-
ture nonflaming tests of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint C\posed to a 5 W/cm2' radiant flux both
with and without the pilot flame. Figure 18 shows these sie distributions as ctumulative curves gen-
crated by plotting the percentage of particulate weight ha,,ing particle diameters less than a given par- -
ticle size vs. the particle size on log-normal probabilit\ coordlinats. In both cases, a straight line
gives a good fit to the cascade impactor data (plotted points). w hich indicates that the size distribution
is log-normal. Table 7 gives mass median diameters l)%1l and standard deviations a obtained from
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WILLIAMS, POWELL, AND ZINN

Table 6 - Sample Weight Loss Data for Intumescent Paint on
Steel Substrate

Ventilation Avergai Radiant rage Char Residue

Mode Flux (Percent of
Temperature (W/cm 2) Rate Initial Weight)

(°C) (mg/cm2-s)

Nonflaming 25 5.0 0.050 57.8

Nonflaming 100 5.0 0.19 54.9 1

Nonflaming 150 5.0 0.21 52.5

Nonflaming 200 5.0 0.84 56.4

Nonflaming 300 5.0 - 50.8

Nonflaming' 25 5.0 0.081 55.1 or

Nonflaming' 100 5.0 0.28 54.8

Nonflaming/flaming 100 5.0 0.12 56.4

Nonflaming' 300 5.0 0.3 44.7

Nonflaming/flaming 300 5.0 0.24 45.5 .

'Pilot burner on, but no flaming ignition.

Table 7 - Smoke Properties Data for Intumescent Paint

T Radiant DMMD ODmax (m' D3 Time to
Mode (°C) Flux I Di)D Blue Rm ()D) Peak OD(I) (W/cm2) (/Am) Og Blue Red (,.m) (min) "1' '

Nonflaming 25 5.0 0.11 0.61 1.96 0.57 0.42 0.70 3.4 C

Nonflaming 100 5.0 - - - 0.71 0.61 0.80 3.0 A

Nonflaming 150 5.0 - - - 0.40 0.33 0.50 3.0 71

Nonflaming 200 5.0 - - - 0.14 0.06 0.63h 2.2 e

Nonflaming 300 5.0 - - - <0.10 <0.10 c -

Nonflarningd 25 0.5 0.09 0.39 2.06 0.45 0.32 0.58 4.0 W

Nonflamingd 100 5.0 - - - 0.30 0.18 0.73 3.0 W

Flaming 100 5.0 - - 0.13 0.11 1.18 4.8

Nonflamingd 300 5.0 -- - - 0.48 0.25c c 1.6

Flaming 300 5.0 - - - 0.08 - 1.34b 4 .3b

aAverage of data points near ODmax.
hAt peak scattering rather than ODm.

'No measurable scattering in one or both angles.
dpilot burner on, but nonflaming mode.
'Narrow peak without corresponding scattering.
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Tests in Heated Ventilation %ir A

A series of tests in heated eritilation air o as ionducted for the ( -can 9)7XX rntUnIieSCent paint .

."amlplc.. hoth A ith ari oitht ut the pilt tflani For the lit lainrg tets lfit) pilo t flamie, data A cre
ohlined at enrtilatitin air ternperaturcs of I () ISO , 2WK , and 3MK C For high tmperviature test,
%kith the pilot flame. the ventilation air %Aa heated to I (K and IMK U F-or these last tm test conidi-
tions, a hrict perrtoI of flaming c~omhustron \kt, usualk oher~ ed Ihe results of these test,, are
presented in F-igs 17, 21I to 24. anti Tahles () anld 7

As\ s.eern in r'ahle 6i. increasing the \ entilatitn air teniper-atue under nonflaning conditions fromt
I(X) to ISO? ( inc.rcai%cd the a'erage mrass loss rate b% a factor of four. %,khilc a further rncrease in air
tempeWrature ito 2MK C '. rlded another fourfold increase in a~cragc miass lo" rate With the ewcortion
of the 211M) C test, increasing the o entilation air tempewrature (25 to 3W(K) t or nonflariig conditions.
rcmulted in) a small hut stead'. decreas~e in the percentage oif initial mass remaining as char IFor test-,
,fih the pilot flame, a\ erage mass loss rate again increases \kith air temprerature. hut the amount oft

I nL case I,, .otn'iderahk less than in the noriflaming tests This I- tppite to %khat is cxpected. since
the pilot flanme arid arm, flamnrig combus~tioni of p~ rol\ 'sate gases should increase the heat transfer to the
poik mel surface resulting fin greater mass loss rates Htr~ec er. the cjrors incurred in estnrnating the
.I acrage mass loss rate in the ahsence of instantaneous \Aeight loss~ data arc expected too he significant
arnd rnaN &.,ilint for this discrepanco, [or the AMK C tests " ith the pilot flame the amtount of char
reinaini Is Oni )iderahlo, less iahout 45'.; 1 than for the corresf-unding nonflanring test (about 5 1I

Char reSmdUCS Obtained front the high terupt'rature tests of the ( ),.cari 97XX inturriesccnt paint are
Ailso Nht ni in [ig 1 7 For the nonfhimuing tests there are considerahle \artat ron in- the thitckrles arid
\urfakC t ir aph\ of the char lai~crs, hut( there appears to he little: ~orelattori tit these oariat ions \,%itl
teIIrirraUr Thece x ariatiorm Inl ch. appearainc are prohahl\ duie to) \a~riations in s~omve other factor
,kithI a paint ilmi thickness. age ofl 'ample. or huruidit% ofl etilation air ( )n the other hand, for

.rseN Inl \01,A hrI lailng conn1IIHutOnl occurred, thle chars ohtamrid e \hrhted definie charatcteristik,
feaIt I r e InI the It at it ns 1on the u rt ac \,%here fli ruelt \xc re ohseted. the char m ~Iuc h darker
1h.11r the w ri tnndinig sul-rf1Ac In 'mmitr ease\ the( rnuurue.Ceiict %o ,i enhr~lankcd h\ the It teal tid
flarret-I t I,) dt k olumnar feature,, fihe larreN t'l th har coIlumnI oh'er~ ed \ aN about IS 1rn1 Inl
kraiitr arid ahout , rin high InI addition. a rrodcrate craling (it %%ile material toi\ red molil ofl thle
'kt I ftek tht had thle ,.tite noduilar I e\ItiITr 1, Ill the n)oufLariM1e tell,

PIti111IC Ni/e And opt11il derUit\ data ibrlained fromr test,, (it ()can t)'XX imntnure'crrt Paitnt \,M)t

% ~Ie' tIrit tedlI ill Itt %. eritilation air are shi~ n iti Irigs 21 id 22 firl nonflauring c~omhl.1tron1 aind Ill

F* -igN 2; andr 24 for flaruirwi oonrhU'~tn()I In the tIgUreN, fIr tonf~turmin , komrhustior tfie rooml temrpera%
rle( daiit are alml sho\&n for Lorparison. ho\ e\ er. tit, 'tuld not he dotv' fill flaming conuhustion

'intc fl,ririing ic'nititin rier occurred Il inlth roiri terrperattlie tets High reml pet atti(re data ame lit,
Cit cii i 'i aid 7 In ll lai ir tell" a Niuall OI MI 1t0 0p.11ititfl 1iC t ak rri MArT11 C Oet I ieh

'airiple thri ultlhor Mthie tellt. 'Ind thle rdmirr f11i 11 ta Iiif all te."t"

hI 1i2r 21 Shot~s the effe1-tt IlII)LI-"l ir Le'iri the' teMIIJiior All teIfiCipera itr ) un CM rica il~uke partit IL'

dIAmrICICr I ) , fil rronnfll~iirriru testN o ( i II itilirilCerit p),ii11t Iitr Iet'l,t 11 1111 tild I S(I ( Ow iir t 'l k

)i h ) t til i '11L. 'u~lltl\ I (4 3 in f Iir r i t, I h 1411 ted ilt' 1,0 1 runICI 1 I h t 'l. hil t i let' Iat , 1ie h e

t i l p rt i r1) , I F ir t h e 24K ) ( t il t r i a ii. i Slt t (11ra ri t atitex i . i ik p a t r l et', 11411 o b tu rrl at i liiik

J~ ~ ~ ~ 4 (1 9 44l 4 J1i1i At eachI te-1rile 1rar. the large.Nt parti.c' ott'iirrtl- In) the initiaIl-'se.t %hen thek 0o)11
t-al uli.itt \has. liit For the test kotidmtk~ re l At C4K ( tAIthout the pil101 flarureC f it) light .taitering Or

2(t) -
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ahsoirptionl h\ silaake particulate'. was detcted. ]able" 7 sholws that (rat aielnt tempe .raturst' l 25 o*'

to I 5) (" . he" alue' ad I) , atl the" omet adl nimiluml taptical densil! ranges (toin (I1 to (i 1X #11n"a

igure 22 pr.sent,, the etlect at \entilation air temliperature on smoke optical densit () 4I8 nAm
%kaelength tar ionfllam zlng calbust iran (i the intu mescent paint. Increasing the ambient temipetratiure
is sel ito haic a dramalt et fect on optical densil) At I(X)"(' the peak in optital densit ns cnsider
ahlN higher And curs carlier than at rooam temperature, and the decline in optical dnsit toliloting
the peak is -iauch fararre rapid at the higher Ieiprature. In contrast. further moderate increases in
anient Iempcrature greatll reduce the peak optical denllt. and the time inter\Nil during which
measu ble lig.ht iabScuratilrn occurs .[art o this reduction in optical denNilt shrwin in -ig 22. which
gic's directk ieasured alues. is due tI the increased dilution rat the smoke partilulals h t, higher
% olumetric tlahaw rate tat the heated t entilatiln air (-able I ). The \alues oat peak optical delliitx 1f'n ..

in Table 7 hit\c he en crrcted far this efltect thet, reflect mare aceuratelt , the decline in sinokc pro

ductiran as the aiiblnl temrlperature is raised aho c I(X)2(,

The eccc ol increasing teepalure rn optical densit a, shaiwn in 1ig 22 aid lahle -' is prohb
ahl, due t teile tlhinel etfects aia increased p rolsis rate and reduced Ct'idt l tii it raili sale

4ilaprs Inct'asing the amilbient telperature Iroam 25 ita IM! (C apparentlk aLtclerites tile P rllI\i' ,

react itrinst wh itrt signl ait reducing the c(andensatan 0 pro itcs that pro )lutc'ts p).irtllates. lhus Itle

peak raptical dt'i-lt\ in-reises anad the width it the peak narrotw s This indi t.es that the holling p'ilnl
it1 the partltiC' cl tcs'ced C () ( ' . The draminatic reductiaan i!1 oaptical densit\ o rbtiied \kith inc't'

in itperaltlre ahmt: lilt (I idicates thal suppressed cindensatir an a(a prrtisil ta. irs is then tile
darninaiit tacttia. 'hus . it ot-minponents rat the slorake particulates produced ht nnlalill t i n lifiblis

lion rat the Intt lclt paint prabahJl hate boiling paints ewe n 150 and 2t ( rhe absence tit
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ineasurablte smoke par-ticulate,, at tempe.ratures above 3(X)'(' indicates that virtualls none of the corm-
j'sKlel"ts tif the smoke particulate, has a Killing' point exceeding 3(X)'(' This climinates the possibilits

tha th soid artcle coleced cscae impactor sampling and filtration contsist of intirganit. pig -
ment mtaterials that ha'.e miuch higher %aporiation tenmperatures.

At ele'.ated amienrt temiperatures it \&as possible. under certain condition, to obtain flann
,-onbustion ilt the ( )%.an 9J799 iuntecentl paint Figures 23 and 24 gise the results of three tests
Itanducted in I tKt ( ,cmdlationi air in v hich the propane pilot flame \Aas used. In Test A. flaming

ignit io n did no t ik&ur, in Test Hi nonflanting smoke Aas detected shortlN after I rmin, and flaming
ignition wtUrted . iat2 min later. in l est U, the smoking beha~ ior of the paint sample % as similar
to) I esi H hut the onset oft p~ rolisis and flamring Ignition sere bO dela~ ed b\ about 2 rmin 6

FigurC 2; sht's~s the \ariations at mean smoke particle diameter % ith time during these flaming

tests Ih, ar iatii an in ID,- during the initial rionflamning phase is similar ito that obsers ed in similar

ctes onduc ted Aithml an Ik pdii flaie ie - ig 21 I MTe onset of flaming i ambust ion is, marked b\ a

suiddet rri reasc in I) from 0 it) (1 ti um I mInt nlaming) to about 1 2 pill This is also accompanied '

h\Isuddenl dc rease' i i the111 stattering ratio I I to the Iark s alues consistent % ith the highl'.r

.ihso rt-Irrl hia~ k. si it aggIilmerates pra dutcd h% flarming .omibusnion For Test H. the flaming phase
* Lasted Al's ant 2 1 2 ruins Visual obser~ ations during these tests Indicated that flaming ombhustion \ as

nierimrttei 'rI tfaikering and \ as highl\ lovaalicd to specific regions, of that sample surface

I ik!urte 24 shqo\As the piaa densiII \ariations (tt 498 ;L %aIelength) for the same three 1(X) C
* tests IhCse Urs , hit\; that the iiplikal densit\ for lest H declined rapidlI, shoril after flaming

acrrAr filec a I,)%& peak Aas obtained alter ignition in lest C In both tests, the optical densitts
ibsers ed duiii i rt imrarg o inhbust io n \Ads about half tat the obtained durinaz the earlier nonflanmp

I fi'L ICNc tests' rcndujcd in 1(9N) C %entilatit n air Aith the pilot flame lit As in the lIKt C
rest' hr ret pvr kfds it Itit.11 ed iterniitnt flamring ca mnhustion a:c0rIpanied h\ light st ot prodKuct io n

ACrCI Iabser' %C4, I Ir lnk o ne of these tests, hwAIe r . , ere the light statterint, aind attenuation signals,
rl Iti siti fit.I uintiI stitI IrI i eld ,alties tit mean smoke parlt.ic sue and o ptical densit\ In

tfris test I i - ,' the I)- miiasured at pcak scattering " as sirieshat largor than that ohtained *at
Hil I ( shiiIthe. pcak "i'lfatk densit\ ohtanrid at ;(X) C vas Ltvnsiderahl\ less than thait iibscrxed at

awl I ies rts, .iso lridilkate that the durationI aiid etent ()f flaming ~ortistin oft 1te (hexartn
I),( nrttulirrrskI c VAlit is oui1siderabl\ less at high amientt teniperat u r i N(XI ( than at ile red ate
Alirrhrcurt renipeaiatrc It i ( 'I Ibhis hchas ior as quite differenit frtam the chimiirated alk~d paint for

Ali u h sp'a jiN,ae 'us rg ni,m in*k u r at cdei ated anhient temperatures Diese di) lerent.- are prohaahl
11LIt' the IpeI)II 11pbs sk aIl and hctiri.t I prt ~csses, ins iked irt the iturristenic arnd pv ri l~ sis tat the

Smouke Particl ktrefittiv Inde% and %olume Fractiot'

f , 'rr'phimil k, Iet' JN4I It the )k. earm 'XX ri umeics ent palillt mrrasrjicLrcni~ I the rati 11) 1IptI Ial
denlsities ( )D R~ (I), indl thet I-X sNatter ri rtatio I i cre used toI esLiriate,1 the' catnI-iples refraitis c
ndte i t -t il snwike part.. IC' \ Alte'. 1f the refracILse inlde derrninied tron these. ineasurvrlwiertts
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WILLIAMS, POWELL, AND ZINN

Typical plots for nonflaming tests at room temperature are shown in Fig. 25, while the
corresponding data at 10C are given in Fig. 26. For the room temperature tests, Fig. 25 shows
that no single theoretical curve of 11/1, vs D2 fits the plotted points that vary steeply over a narrow
range in D32 . This indicates that the complex refractive index varies considerably during the test,
particularly near the time of peak optical density. The curve corresponding to
mB = 1.306 - 0.0114i best fits the average of the /I//, and ODR/ODB data near peak optical den-
sity (solid circles) and some of the data obtained earlier in the test. The curve corresponding to
mB = 1.353 - 0.07i best fits the data obtained during the early phases of the tests, it indicates that
significant variations in the complex refractive index and hence the chemical composition of the
smoke particles occur during the test. This variation appears to be greatest near peak optical density k.

where the variation of D3, is small.
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Figure 26 shows the samne plots for a test conducted In air heated to 100)0C. Here the theoreti-

cal cur-ve fits the plotted data near mlaximium optical density much more closely than in the roomn tem-i perature tests. For this test the best fit of' the I II data occurs for n = 1 .357 and k = 0. indicat-
ing nonabsorbing particles. A very good fit of' the 0DR</OD 1 data wAras then obtained b\ allowing the
ref'ractix e index to xar w ith ka velength (nii I 1.357. Il = 1 .346). Hos~ e\er, two other replicate
tests '.ielideil soriicss hat different result, Indicatin abso rhing pait:tcs s\ ith a somTlc\hat smaller retrac-
lls e1IC itide) Ibit 1.3-1 and an absorption inde\ of about 0.03. For thcse laticr test, there is also con-
-oderih1% 111re- des1011 0t11 the Plotted points triti the fitted thcorical curses than InI the casc illus-

itdhl, FLie 26. '[he :otnplc\ ref ractis c indc'cie in) Table H fo thle nonflatnirig tests at ItXf C' Is

n11 asCJ2 era \ci?5al es obtained~ fri m the three replicate test', dJ1i1sced dhos C.
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Values of the complex refractive index for nonflaming tests of the Ocean 9788 intutnescent paint
conducted at 1500 and 200'C were obtained by a similar curve fitting process, but the data arc less
reliable owing to the reduction in light scattering and absorption signals at the higher temperatures.
Average values of the complex refractive index shown in Table 8 suggest that for the temperature
range 250 to 200'C, the absorption index k of the smoke increases steadily with ventilation air tem-
perature and that the effect of temperature on the smoke refractive index n is small. This indicates
that the chemical composition of the smoke produced during nonflaming combustion of the Ocean
9788 intumescent paint is dependent on the ventilation air temperature.

Table 8 - Smoke Refractive Index, Volume Fraction. and Total
Volume for Intumescent Paint

Ventilation Refractive Peak Specific
Radiant Index Total

Air Rd, Volume
Mode Temperature Flux mB (NF) (F) Fraction Particle ,'/F,"

(W/cm2 ) or Volumeism (F) (cm'/g)

Nonflaming 25 5.0 1.3 10-.010i - 0.23 0.081 1. 00

Nonflaming 100 5.0 1.341-.022i - 0.29 0.31 0.33

Nonflaming 150 5.0 1.317-0.04i - 0.16 0.024 0.25

Nonflaming 200 5.0 1.32-0.05i - 0.06 0.005 0.06

Nonflaming" 25 5.0 1.27-0.013i - 0.20 0.054 -

Nonflaming" 100 5.0 1.375-0.17i - 0.13 0.0095 -

Flaming 100 5.0 1.206-0.15 i 0.35 0.18 0.013 -

Flaming 3() 5.0 1.155-0.1li 0.26 h h _

Pilot flame on. but nonflaming combustion. At 25'C flaming never occurred, at 100°C ,amples ignited
later in test

Insufficient light allenuation for determination of ,olume fraction and STPV.

Figure 27 shows the particulate volume fractions for the nonflaming tests of the Ocean 9788
intutmescent paint samples. These volume fractions were calculated by using the constant values of
the complex refractive index given in Table 8 that were determined by the curve fitting procedure dis-
cussed above. These values of volume fraction are most reliable near the peaks where the values of
complex refractive index, mean particle diameter D32, and optical density used in the calculations are
the most accurate. Table 8 also gives the peak volume fractions, averaged for each set of replicate
tests. These peak values, which reach a maximum of about 0.3 ppm at 100°C, are considerably
smaller than those obtained for the chlorinated alkyd paint under nontlaning conditions (25' and
I(X) 0C only) when the lower ventilation air flow rate of the intumescent paint tests is taken into
account. The shapes of the curves of volume fraction vs time and their dependence on ventilation air
temperature are similar to those of the optical density curves given in Fig. 22. This shows that the
optical densit\ of the smoke produced by the intumescent paint samples under nonflaming conditions
is determined principally by its concentration. -*

For the case of flaming combustion of the Ocean 9788 intuniescent paint, the soot particles pro-
duced are nonsphcrical and highly absorbing, and thus direct determination of the complex refractlil,
index from the measured values of i, I and ODR/ 1 )i is impossible. As in the case of the chlori- --

nated alkyd paint, the method of downward scaling of the soot particle refractive index to account for
the presence of loosely packed. low-density soot aggloneratcs was used. Data for the best of the
flaming tests conducted in air at l(X) 0C are shown in Fig. 28, where values of I /I are plotted vs
D12. This figure shows both data for the initial nonflaning phase, which lasted about 5 min.. and the
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flaming phase, which lasted about 2 min. The flaming data best fitted by an effective refractive index
m, of 1.283 - 0.21i, while the nonflaming data yielded mB = 1.407 - 0.18i. In both cases there is
considerable scatter about the theoretical curves.

Table 8 gives the averaged values of complex refractive index for both flaming ms and nonflam-
ing mB phases at 100°C and flaming phases at 300'C. The corresponding values of 7, , the fraction
of the optical mean particle volume that is actually occupied by the particulate material, is also given
in Table 8 for the flaming phase of the tests. The 77,. values indicate that the soot particulates pro- .

duced during flaming combustion of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint are very loose, low density
aggregates of smaller primary soot particles similar in density to those produced by flaming combus-
tion of the chlorinated alkyd paint. These data also indicate that the soot agglomerates produced in
100°C air are somewhat denser and more compact than those produced at 300'C.

,,

It shoulu also be noted from Table 8 that the complex refractive index of the smoke particles
produced during the nonflaming phase of the "flaming" test at 100 0C (with pilot flame) was signifi-
cantly different from that obtained in the purely nonflaming tests (no pilot flame). Since the absorp-
tion coefficient (imaginary part) is considerably higher when the pilot flame is lit, this difference may
be due to a small quantity of soot generated by the propane flame and mixed with the smoke gen-
erated by the paint sample during the nonflaming phase of the test.

Figure 29 presents the curves showing volume fraction variations during tests of the intumescent
paint with the pilot flame lit. For the test conducted in room temperature air (25°C), flaming ignition ,.f
did not occur, and the resulting volume fraction curve resembles the one shown in Fig. 27 for a room
temperature test without the pilot flame (i.e., radiant heating only). For Test B at 100°C, the first "..
half of the curve (including the rising part of the sharp peak) which corresponds to nonflaming
combustion, is very similar to the 100°C curve (without pilot flame) shown in Fig. 27. The onset of f.

intermittent, localized flaming combustion produces a sudden drop in particulate volume fraction fol-

lowed by a second lower peak in volume fraction for which the corresponding optical density peak
shown in Fig. 24 is much less prominent. For Test C at 100°C, the second peak, which corresponds
to flaming combustion, is sharper and higher than the first (nonflaming) peak. Again the correspond-
ing optical density peak for flaming combustion (Fig. 24) is much less prominent. These differences
in relative peak heights between the corresponding optical density and volume fraction curves for the
100°C tests of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint are due to the drastic differences in mean particle
diameter (Fig. 23) and complex refractive index (Fig. 28) between the smokes produced by flaming
and nonflaming combustion of this material. Averaged peak volume fractions for these tests are also
given in Table 8.

Values of the specific total particulate volume (STPV) are also given in Table 8. As in the case
of the chlorinated alkyd paint, STPV values tor nonflaming tests of the Ocean 9788 intumescent paint
decrease markedly as the ventilation air temperature is increased. At 200'C, the STPV is only about
6% of that obtained at room temperature. For the nonflaming room temperature and 100°C tests, the
STPV obtained with the intumescent paint is about twice the STPV yield of the chlorinated alkyd
paint (Tables 5 and 8). In general, the total particulate volume actually produced in the intumescent
paint tests was lower than that observed for the chlorinated alkyd paint owing to the much smaller
sample mass used in the intunescent paint tests. Only at 100°C was it possible to measure the STPV
for flaming combustion of the intumiescent paint. The value given in Table 8 (0.013 cm 3/g)
represents only the flaming portion of the test; adding the STPV value for the nonflaming part gives
an STPV of about 0.023 cm3/g for the total test, which is considerably lower than that obtained in the
completely nonflaming tests.
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Fig. 29 Effect of ventilation air temperature on the particulate volume fraction for combustion
of intumescent paint exposed to a radiant flux of 5 W/cm 2 with pilot flame

Although no sampling data were available for elevated air temperatures, the effect on ambient
temperature of P was estimated from the optical data. These relative values of F, in which F' is nor-
malized with respect to the corresponding room temperature value, are presented in Table 8 for non-
flaming combustion only. These F values follow the same trend with increasing ventilation air tem-
perature as the specific total particulate volume. Normalized F data were not available for flaming
combustion of the intumescent paint because the 5 W/cm2 radiant flux with pilot flame was not suffi-
cient to ignite this material in the room temperature environment.

The total particulate masses produced in the nonflaming tests of the intumescent paint were
estimated from the STPV values and the original sample masses assuming a density p,, = 1.3 g/cm3

of the smoke particle material. For the room temperature tests, the optically determined values of the
total particulate mass were then compared with the corresponding values estimated by particulate sam-
pling. The sampling data was an average of the particulate masses collected for a test with cascade
impactor and absolute filter in series and a test with absolute filter only. This comparison was done
for tests conducted without the pilot flame and for tests conducted with the pilot flame. For nonflam-
ing combustion without the pilot flame, the optically determined particulate mass was about 2.4 times
as large as the particulate mass estimated by sampling. For nonflaming tests with the pilot flame, this
ratio was about 2.0. These discrepancies are similar to those obtained for nonflaming tests of the
chlorinated alkyd paint and other previously tested materials. The sources of this discrepancy are
probably the same as noted for the chlorinated alkyd paint. Since particulate sampling data is not
available for the tests conducted in heated ventilation air and flaming combustion did not occur in the
room temperature tests, the comparison of optically determined and sampled particulate masses could
not be done for flaming combustion.
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By using the same procedure as described for the chlorinated alkyd paint, the values of the
STPV given in Table 8 can be used to estimate the smoke volume concentration and optical density
for a known quantity of Ocean 9788 intumescent paint burning in a confined space. Consider a 3.0
x 9.7 m (10 ft x 32 ft) surface (2.97 m2 ) covered with three coats of' intumescent paint (approxi-
mately 0.63 kg/m 2 ) burning in a 708-m 3 (25,(X)-ft3 ) space. The weight of the unburned paint in this
case is 18.7 kg, which is nearly the same as for the chlorinated alkyd paint example. From Tahle 8.
the worst nonflaming case occurs for a 5.0 W/cin2 radiant flux in room temperature air, for which the
STPV is about 0.081 cm 3 /g. This yields a total particulate volume of 1515 cin and a W olume frac-
tion of 2.14 ppm. The resulting optical density in blue light (X = 0.488 pm) is nearly 5.4 In
which indicates very severe attenuation of light, amounting to only 4 millionths of the incident light
transmitted over a I-i optical path length. This light obscuration is much greater than that produced
by burning an equal mass of the chlorinated alkyd paint under the same conditions. A similar calcula-
tion could not he performed for flaming combustion of the intumescent paint because of the localized
and intermittent nature of the flaming combustion of this paint in the small scale tests. Large scale
tests of this paint applied to PVC-nitrile rubber substrates, however, shows that flaming combustion
of this material does occur with the production of large quantities of black smoke 1131.

,,* SUMMARY AND (ONCUSIONS

Smoke physical properties were determined for two paints used aboard ships and submarines: a
chlorinated alkyd paint as specified by 1)OD-E-24607 and an intumescent paint (Ocean 9788). These
properties were determined for both smoldering and flaming combustion under a radiant flux of 5
W 'cm2 in both room temperature and high temperature atmospheres. The results of these tests are
summari/ed below for each material.

Chlorinated Alkid Paint

(a) Partich.c sanpling indicates that the size distribution is log-normal for both nonflaming and

flaming i combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint in room temperature ventilation air- For nonflwn-

ing combustion the smoke particulates consist of pale yellow spherical liquid droplets \, ith a D\\,,) of .

about 09 /m. For .fiwn,, combustion, black, sooty particles are produced w ith a Dstxt) of about
0.6 omn. The sie distribution obtained under flaming combustion is considerabl\ broader than that
produced under nonflaming combustion.

(hi )Uring smohdhrinii combustion in room temperature air, the chlorinated alkyd paint converts

about II 4 of its total mass loss into smoke particulates. During flaming combustion this material
yields slightly less than 4/, of its total mass loss as particulates. For both types of combustion, about
8()5I of the original sample mass remains after combustion as carbonaceous char and inorganic pig-
ments.

(c) The in situ optical measurements reveal considerable variation in mean particle diameter
(D,,) during nonflwnti,' tests of the chlorinated alkyd paint in room temperature ventilation air. TheI
1) 2 range between 0.7 and I. I pm. with an average of about 0.85 pm during the time of peak optical
den,ity. This latter value agrees well with the DMM obtained by sampling. For./lamin,' combustion
the ); 2 is nearly constant at I. I to 1.2 pm which is nearly twice the value obtained by sampling.

This discrepancy is probably due to the nonspherical shape of these particles.

(d) The peak optical density obtained in room temperature tests at a ventilation air flow rate of i
425 I/min is about 1.0 per meter for nonflaming combustion, and it is somewhat lower for flaming

combustion.
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%(c I Smoke particle,, produced during tiotoifmmo' Coibustion of the chlorinated alkW int~iii in

oi temperature air attenuate a light heani primar ii hNsmrim!. A ith %cr\ 1litt1C. if ai mb asorp-

tion. These particles have a retracti, e Index ot about 1134 duringi the period Af iiij1\iiitiiii lJiLhIt

obscuration. O n the other hand, the smoke particles~ pr(~ftKiCd during f1u0iiii,' coinhUstlo 011o this paint
are hiehlN absorbing, \kith a complex refractm e index consistent wi lo lscl\ pac-ked. lov densit\ sot

0 aglonierates that occupx slightly more thatn 25' 4 of the Optical me~an \ oluine as deterumined from the

f or\Aard scattering rieasureietts.

f1 Moderate increases in the temperature of the x ent ilation air (to about 1(9) C) for ?iotiflain

tests of' the chlorinated alkvd paint reduce the peak optical densit\ . peak particulate \olume fraction.
arid specific total particulate x Olutne sVPv ) to about half' of the ri oin temperature value,, Similar

increase,. in the v.entilation air temperature hav e little effect on D, at peak optical densitv . but
changes in the chemkial composition of' the particle', result in light absorbing particles w~ith a complex
ref'ractix e index of' approximjatelyr 1.42 -0.1Ii. Larger increases in \ entilation air temperature (aboie

2 )Cresult in spontaneous ignition oif' the material and subsequent flaming combustion.

(g) Fo(r flaming combustion of the chlorinated alkyd paint there is a small hut dlefinite trend '

increasing4 D, as the ventilat ion air temperature is increased f'romn 250 to 3(X)0 C. Peak values, of' op-
tical densits and volume fraction Increase with anibient temperature. but teniperature has little effect
(on the STPV oir the :omt~plex refractive index (If' the smioke particles. Increased ambient temperature
also slightl\ reduces the percentage of' original sample mass renining as char residue.

Ocean 9788 Intumescent Paint

(a) Because (of' the fire retardant nature (If' the intumnescent paint. flaming conirbustion does not

occur in roorli temperature air at the radiant flux (if' 5 W/cm 2 . For tests in heated ventilation air wAitl
the pilot flame, a brief' period of' localized. intermittent flamiing comnbustion is usually observed.

(b) C'ascade irmpactor saripling indicates that the particle size distrihution is log-normal for non-
flamling comlbustion (if the intutiiescent paint in roioiii temperature ventilation air. The DP51\11) average
about 0.6 viii f'or tests, conducted without the pilot flame. MicroscoIpic examiinatioin of' collected san-
ples re\eal that these particles coinsist of' a mixture oIf' white and light tan or beige solitd materials.

(ci Sampling data also indicates that between 97( and II 1 / of' the toltal mass loss appears as par-
ticulates during tionflaining coribuISt ion of' the intumnescent paint in roomn temperature ai. . Between
55('' arid 58'( of' the (original sample mass remains after combustion as a thick. porous, low density
carbonaCcous char wxith at coarsely nodular 'surface texture.

(d) For notlamning tests of' the intunescent paint in roomn temperature air the mean smoke par-
ticle dianjeten I) , varies betwveen about 1 .2 pmn shortly after the beginning of' the test toi relativelyr

constant % alueCs of about 0.7 pmn for moi~st of' the test. The oiptical density reaches its peak of' about

0.6 per mecter ( 142 I. ruin ventilation rate) lust as, I) is, leveling off to its nearly. constant value. The
Conilplex refractive index of' the smoke particles. varies considerably during the tests. especially near
the timec of inaximurm optical density. These particles are mildly absorbing with a comiiplex ref'ractive
index oif about 1.31 -0.01 i.0

e The principal effect of' increasing ventilat ion air temperature f'or tionflang. comibust ion of*O

the infuinescent paint is a dramatic reduction in peak optical density, peak particulate volume fraction.

duration Of- Measurable light tibseuratimn. and specific ftotal particulate V(lIiiie for temperatures aboveA

1(M)-('. For vent ilat ion temperatures of' 3(X) 0(' arid afhtme, .lIighit scattering atid attenuation by smoke
particles is negligible. The eflfect ot env ironimental temperature on mean particle diameter i .s tl
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well-defined, with D;2 ranging between 0.5 and 0.8 um. Increasing the ,.entilation air temperature
also increases the light absorption index of the smoke particles, which indicates an effect oil chemical
composition of the particles. Increasing temperature also results in a small decrease in the percRntage
of initial sample mass remaining as char.

(f) Smoke particles produced during the brief periods of intermittent. localiied flaming combus-
tion in the 100' and 300'C atmospheres, appear to consist of loose agglomerates of smaller soot par-
ticles. These agglomerates have optical mean diameters ranging between 1.2 and 1.35 pin/

The smoke physical properties of the two paints tested in this program ma\ be compared h. tak-
ing into account the differences in initial sample masses and ventilation air-flow rates for these two
materials. For nonflaming combustion, the smoking tendency F of the two paints is about the same.
The intumescent paint produces somewhat smaller particles than the chlorinated alk d paint during
nonflaming combustion and slightly larger particles during flaming combustion. For nonflaming
combustion, the particles produced by the two paints differ greatly in shape, chemical composition.
and physical state. For flaming combustion both paints yield looselN packed. low densitN
agglomerates of smaller primary soot particles. Most significantly, the STPV produced b\ the
intumescent paint during nonflaming combustion in room temperature air is about t\ice that produced
by the chlorinated alkyd paint under the same conditions. Thus, the resulting light obscuration
obtained with the intumescent paint is much greater than that produced by burning an equal mass of
chlorinated alkyd paint under nonflaming, room temperature conditions. This comparison could not
be made for flaming combustion because of the localized and intermittent nature of the flaming,-'
combustion of the intumescent paint.
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